
Biology



FAQs

Is the jump to 
A-level Biology 

much more 
challenging 
than GCSE 
Science?

The course is designed to 
develop the skills of Biologists 

who have attained a 6-6 in GCSE 
Combined Science or 6 in GCSE 

Biology [and % in GCSE 
Mathematics]. While the course 
is challenging, as all A-levels are, 

the support offered by staff 
allows students to develop their 

skills and understanding.



Fancy a career in medicine, physiotherapy, archaeology, disease, animal interaction and behaviour, nature or sport science? Then A-level biology is 
for you! The skills you will acquire will be essential in understanding how your mind and body interact with the natural world throughout your life.  
There are 7 trillion cells in your body making up 200 different cell types that react to every movement, stimulation, message or threat in order to keep 
yourself alive.
Put simply, biology is the scientific study of life, as such it encompasses the investigation of living organisms and life processes from the molecular, 
through cells and individual organisms to populations and whole communities of animals and plants.

Assessment: 

3 exams in total; 
A-level: (3 x 2 hours) covering topics 1-8 and practical skills 

Course Details:

1.Biological molecules
2.Cells
3.Organisms exchange substances with their environment
4.Genetic information, variation and relationships between organisms 
5.Energy transfers in and between organisms 
6.Organisms respond to changes in their internal and external environments
7.Genetics, populations, evolution and ecosystems
8.The control of gene expression 



FAQs
The A-level course is designed 
that students who have taken 

either GCSE Combined Science 
or GCSE Biology can fully 

access the course. While extra 
content within GCSE Biology is 

of benefit any students who 
have taken GCSE Combined 

Science will be fully supported in 
areas that are new.

Do I need to 
have done triple 
science GCSE?



Other Learning Opportunities:

· Supporting KS3/4 students in Mathematics lessons
· Use of technical scientific laboratories 
· Becoming a member of the Royal Society of Biology
· Competing in the British Biology Olympiad the Biology Challenge 

Where next with this course?

Biology is a popular A-level choice and fits in well with a range of different A-levels, in particular Chemistry, Physics and Mathematics. 
Pursuing Biology at A-level can lead to a range of degrees in such areas as Medicine, Sports Science, Veterinary Science, Biochemistry, 
Pharmacology and Dentistry.  
A degree that includes aspects of biological sciences can lead to a range of diverse careers such as working with health and environmental charities, 
scientific and technical consultancies and journalism.
Any University course that involves the many different roles that your body undertakes in an ever-changing environment will rely on secure 
understanding of A-level Biology.  Non-academic careers also rely heavily on Biology and how stress, diet, drug use, exercise etc. affect our day to 
day lives. 

One example of how Biology is changing the world around us:

A potential drug target has recently been found in the on going research into the treatment of Alzheimer’s disease. By blocking the activity of the 
GPR3 protein deposits that build up in the brain are reduced. The deposits and are linked to the formation of plaques which are believed to be a key 
cause of Alzheimer’s disease.



FAQs

Each class has two members of 
teaching staff.

How many 
teachers would 

I have?



For more information about 
courses that are available at

Higham Lane Sixth Form,
please visit our website 


